
Villa Cambray, Le Mont Cambrai, St. Lawrence

£14,000,000



Villa Cambray, Le Mont Cambrai

, Jersey

Villa Cambray’s fantastic location commands a truly

magni�cent view over the entire south coast from St Helier

around to St Aubin, with the coastline of France clearly

visible in the distance. With ownership of the land to the

south of the Villa falling within the Villa’s boundary the view

will never be lost. The spectacular site deserves the sort of

special attention and passion worthy of its location and for

that reason, great care, thought, and painstaking attention

have been expended to ensure that the facilities being

provided and the lifestyle choices the Villa will offer have

been fully maximized.

In�nity Pool Over Looking The Sea

Incredible Open-Plan Living Space

Brand New Modern Residence

Separate Home Of�ce

5 Bedroom Suites

Superb Terrace

Stunning Views

Completion 2023

Car Salon With Vehicle Lift

Please contact Harry on 07797751557 or

harry@broadlandsjersey.com



Build Schedule

The site upon which the Villa is being constructed was acquired in

July 2019, with the expectation that works would be underway in

2020. It has, however, been an extraordinary world in which we

have all lived recently, and quite understandably, the original

schedule has gone back, by almost 12 months due to delays in

planning and permissions. The owner has, however, not wasted that

time. Quite to the contrary. Every element of the project has been

revisited and wherever possible improvements have been made.

One example is the total re-engineering of the lower ground �oor

structure and �oor slab above to eradicate all columns or partitions

that were originally thought to be essential. This is an area in which

the structural engineering gurus have excelled. In so doing

creating a dramatically improved open plan internal space, that can

now be seamlessly connected to the equally amazing outdoor

environment creating a summer setting to enthrall one’s guests.

They have also undertaken a detailed and thorough set of

computer-simulated smoke and �re propagation plans to ensure

safety and compliances with by-laws relative to evacuation. So, the

extra time has been of great value, enabling them to deliver what

we now know to be the �nest result they can possibly achieve from

the site. Building works are scheduled to start in July 2021, once

the demolition works and ground clearance has been completed.

The shell and core will be complete no later than September 2022.

The Villa will be offered for sale in June 2022 to allow relatively

seamless integration of the owner’s aspirations as we begin the

�nal task of second �x and �ne �nishings, leading to a handover in

the spring of 2023.

Living

There is an immediate feeling of light and spaciousness upon

entering the main lobby on the ground �oor of the property, which

is also prevalent throughout the entire Villa, with care having been

taken to create as many open spaces as possible. This has been

emphasised by the “�oating staircase” which has been cleverly

cantilevered into the structure, also providing an opportunity for

some exceptional lighting effects. The lift shaft in the foyer will be a

special eye-catching feature of the Villa with the shaft being lined

with composite back-lit marble panels. With a scenic glass-walled

elevator car, the short ride from �oor to �oor will be an experience

your passengers will relish. The main living space at Villa Cambray

has been speci�cally designed so as not to interfere with the

panoramic vista and enable direct and open access to the outside

entertaining terrace, pool, and dining areas The dining area is
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